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CSI Hand-outs: Notes on Cleaning and Frames 

 

What to look for Frames 

• Condition of the frame: What is it made of? Wood/carved, plaster/composition, 

gilt/paint.  Are there damages to the mouldings or gilt?  Loose pieces? Mitres open, 

splits etc. 

• How is the picture fitted –nails/pins/rusty?/ through the stretcher? Brass 

conservation fittings?  Is there glass –what kind?  Clean/dirty/mould? 

• Is there a protective backing –board, fabric, paper?  Does the frame fit the painting 

and is it secure or rattling around? What are the hanging fixings? 

A good frame protects a painting and glazing and a backboard can extend the life of a 

canvas by up to 3x and create a stable environment for a panel.  Bad framing can 

damage the painting ultimately.  

 

 

 

 

Preparing a micro-environment for 

a panel with glass sealed with 

aluminium tape, cork spacers to 

hold the picture in position and a 

build-up to hold the backboard 

(museum glass is covered by paper 

sheets for protection during 

assembly) 
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This artist’s frame is an intrinsic 

part of the art work and cannot be 

separated from the canvas as it is 

painted on the front.  The back 

should be coved with a sealed 

backboard to prolong the life of the 

original canvas which is already 

suffering from damp and 

discolouration (brown spots). 

 

 

 

Framed painting before the 

application of a protective backing 

showing: 

Back of canvas clean with wedges 

tied-in, frame rebate clean and 

lined with brown paper tape, 

painting fitted with brass plates and 

cork spacers, wooden build-up to 

hold backboard. 

 

 

 

 

  

A 19th century panel framed with 

an MDF backboard (separated from 

the painting by a sealed melinex 

interleaf to protect against off-

gassing, brass strips, lightly sprung, 

and new brass hanging fittings with 

nylon cord.  The original label was 

removed from the back of the 

previous frame and was 

encapsulated in melinex after 

conservation and heat-sealed onto 

the back of the backboard. 
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What to look for in paintings – does it need cleaning?? 

 

 

Almost identical Jacobean portraits: discoloured varnish (left) and cleaned 

(right) 
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Modern 

painting 

with overall 

pronounced 

surface dirt 

and 

discoloured 

varnish.  

The area in 

the sky has 

had the 

surface dirt 

removed 

and patches 

of the 

varnish; the 

area of the 

house has 

had both 

layers 

removed 

 

 

After 

cleaning  

 

 


